Pittsburgh Leadership Foundation (PLF) Leaders Collaboratives are dynamic, cohort-based experiences involving leaders from Pittsburgh’s businesses, not-for-profits and churches. You will experience a distinct faith-based approach to leadership development that includes:

- Historical case studies of transformational leaders
- Multiple proven leadership assessments
- World-class leadership skill-building courses from Development Dimensions International (DDI)
- Q&A sessions with leaders who are making a difference in our city
- Small-group coaching to synthesize your learning into practical application
- Membership in the PLF Mentoring Network where you will be able to find a mentor and/or experience the fulfillment of serving as a mentor

**PLF LEADERS COLLABORATIVE**  
*For Experienced Leaders*

Designed for experienced, established leaders.

Primary focus:
- *Creating a Healthy Culture*
- *Mentoring Others to Achieve Their Potential*
- *Leading Organizational Change*

Six days of learning over three months.

COST - $3,500 includes all materials, assessments and meals. Scholarships are available thanks to the generosity of PLF donors.

**PLF EMERGING LEADERS COLLABORATIVE**  
*For Next Generation Leaders*

Designed for next generation, aspiring leaders.

Primary focus:
- *Achieving Your Leadership Potential*
- *Building and Sustaining Trusting Relationships*
- *Influencing Others for the Common Good*

Six evenings of learning over three months.

COST - $1,500 includes all materials, assessments and meals. Scholarships are available thanks to the generosity of PLF donors.

*Your learning from Collaborative faculty and from fellow participants will forever change your perspective of leadership!*

Learn more or APPLY NOW for your spot in an upcoming PLF Leaders Collaborative or Emerging Leaders Collaborative at plf.org.
2020 DATES FOR PLF COLLABORATIVES

**Summer 2020:**
July 7-8, August 4-5, September 1-2

**Fall 2020:**
October 6-7, November 3-4, December 1-2

*PLF Leaders Collaboratives* meet from **8:30am to 4:00pm.**

*PLF Emerging Leaders Collaboratives* meet from **6:30pm to 8:30pm.**

All PLF Collaboratives meet at one our city’s great centers of learning, the *Pittsburgh Theological Seminary* located at 616 N Highland Ave. Pittsburgh, PA 15206.

2020 PLF CITY-WIDE EVENTS

**JUBILEE PROFESSIONAL**
*Where leaders of our city learn together*

Friday, February 21, 2020
(JPro 2021 date to be determined)

**GREATER PITTSBURGH COMMUNITY LEADERS PRAYER BREAKFAST**
*Where leaders of our city pray together*

Friday, November 6, 2020
7:15-9:30am
David L. Lawrence Convention Center

**AMEN TO ACTION!**
*Where leaders of our city serve together*

Friday, November 27, 2020
9:00am-12:30pm
David L. Lawrence Convention Center

FAITH-BASED LEADERSHIP IN A RAPIDLY CHANGING WORLD

Pittsburgh Leadership Foundation
616 N Highland Ave.
Pittsburgh, PA 15206

Phone: 412.281.3752
Email: info@plf.org
www.plf.org

Connect with Us